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NAT IOU AL  ADV IS OB Y  COMMITTEE  POR  AERONAUTICS 

ADVANCE  RESTRICTED  REPORT 

TEE USE OP A RETRACTABLE PLANING- PLAP 

INSTEAD OP A PIXED STEP ON A SEAPLANE 

By James  M.   Benson  and Lindsay J.   Lina 

SUMMART 

Data  are presented   and   discussed  to   show  the   im- 
provements   in   both,  the hydro dynamic   and  the  ner odynomio 
performance   of   a  seaplano  that   could  he  obtained   if  a 
retractable  planing  flap   were used   instead  of   the   con- 
ventional   main  step.      The   improvements   in  resistance 
made  poeGible  by ur,e   of   a planing   flap   to  vary   the  depth 
of   step   during  and   after   take—off   are   of   the   order   of  8 
percent   in   the  water   resistance   aü   the hump   speed  and 
about   2   or   3  percent   in   t} e  total   air   drag  of   a  long- 
range  flying  boat   of   ciii-v i *-. t   design   at   cruising  attitude. 
One  tyoe   of  retractable  flap   that   could  be used   is   de- 
scribed   r.nd   the  results   of   hydrodynomic  stability   tests 
of  a  model   fitted  with   the   flap   are   given.      The   tests   in- 
dicated  that   very  good   stability   characteristics   could  be 
provided   with   the  planing  flap   for   take—off   and  landing. 

INTRODUCTION 

In  the  design   of   the   conventional  flying  boat,   the 
depth   of   the main   step   is   the  result   of  a  sorles   of   com- 
promises.     During  the   take—off,   a  shallow  step   is   desir- 
able  for   low water  resistance up   to   and   including hump 
speed;   but   a deepor   stop   is   essential   at  hi^h   speeds   to 
avoid   excessive  water   resistance   and violent   instability. 
While  the   seaplane — particilarly  a  long—range   seaplane — 
is   in  flight,   the   step  r.ay  account   for   an   important   frac- 
tion  of   the  parasite   drag.     Devices   for   retracting  or 
removing  the   step   in   flifht   are  frequently   consMored  as 
a means   of- roducir.g .the   air   drag,   but   the   improvement   to 
be   obtained has   apparently been   insufficient   to   warrant 
the  development   and  adoption  of   such   dovices.      If  a re- 
tractable   device   can   be  made  to   improve  the   take—off 



performance  as  well  as   to  docreasc  the air  drag,   its 
value may then  "become  sufficient   to  warrant   installation 
in  the seaplane. 

This report   includes   a  [limited   collection   of  data  to 
indicate  the  amount   of   improvement   in  air   drag  and   in 
water  resistance  that  nay  "be  obtained  by  the  use  of  a 
retractable  planing  flap   instead   cf   a fixed   step.     A flap 
of  the   type  required   is   descrioed  and  the rosults   of  tests 
in iTACA  tank no.   1   of  a   dynamic model   cf  a flying  boat 
that  had  been  fitted  with   several   arrangements   of  the 
flap  are  presented  to   show  the  effects  upon   stability  dur- 
ing take—off   and  landing, 

EPPECT   OJ1 DEPTE   CP   STEP 

Ifator   resiatance.—  Tank  tests   have   shown   that   at 
speeds   be?.ow and  at   hump   speed  a   small  depth   of   step   is 
desirable  for   low w^ter   resistance.     Por   example,   the 
data  in  reference  1   show that   the  resistance   at   best   trim 
will  be  about   8  percent   lover  for   a   step having  a depth 
cf  1  percent   of   tho  beam   than  for   one  having  a  depth  of 
6  percent   of   the  beam.     A relatively  deep  Btep   is   required 
at   speeds   botwoen  hump   speed  and  get-away  speed  because 
an   insufficient   depth   of   step r.ay  result   in   excessive 
wotting   of   the  afterbody   and rapid   increase   in  water  re- 
sistance  ,1ust   prior   to   tho  &et—asny,   -which   can   entirely 
prevent   take—off.     (See  references   Z  and P.)     In   order  to 
avoid  thic   excossive  wetting,   a depth  of  step   of  not   less 
than  5 percent   of   the   beam   is  generr,ljy  considered neces- 
sary;   and   in   some heavily  loaded  flying boats   a depth   of  • 
step   of  as  much  as   V percent   of   the   beam   is  used. 

H7/di-odynamic   sfrabl^ty.— The   data  in reference  4  in- 
dicate  that   a decrease   in  depth   of  the   conventional   step 
reduces   the   lower   trim   limit   at   and near  hump   speed,   where 
low—angle  porpoising   is  most   likely   to   occur,   but   that   at 
high  speeds,   »/here  the hi^h—angle  type   of  porpoiBing pre- 
sents   a problem,   either   a relatively deep   step   or   venti- 
lation  of  a   3tep   of   leaser  depth   is   essential. 

Air   drag.—  Tho   effect   of  the  dopth  of   stop  on  the  air 
drag  of   a full—size   seaplane  float   has   been  determined  by 
tests   in  the 1TACA propeller—research  tunnel,   but   the re- 
sults  have  not  yet   been  published.     The  float   was   of  a 



type  currently used  for  an   airplane  with  a normal  gross 
load  of   5300 pounds.     The   form  of the  original   float» 
with the  successive  changes,   is  shown  in figure  1.     The 
step  was  reduced  from  the   original  depth  to   one—half  the 
original  depth  and to   zero  "by successively filling out 
the afterbody.     She magnitudes  of  the  air   drags   at   zero 
pitch — which  are practically the   same  as   the minimum 
air  drags — have  "been  tabulatod   in  figure  1,   and  tho  ef- 
fect   of  reducing the  depth  of   step   is   apparent. 

She profile  of  the float  with   zero  depth  of  step   is 
about   the   same  as  the profile  that   would result   from  the 
use  of  a planing flap   of  the  type   shown   in  figure   2.     The 
only  important   difference - is   that   vith'the plcnlng flap 
the  angular   breah   in  the  butt ode  lines  would  be   somewhat 
farther   forward.     The  results  presented   in  figure  1   show 
that   the mlnitium  drag  of  tho  float   could  ho  reduced  about 
16 percent   by use   of  the  retractable planing  flap.     Tho 
percent  reduction   of   the  dra.7 of   a   complete   noaplane   is 
of   coarse  a  great   deal   loss  than  for hull   or   float   alone. 
Unpubliohed  rosults   of   tests   of   a  model   of   a  flying- boat 
made   in   the  IT.-GA full-scale  tunnel   bring  this   fact   out 
clearly.      Tho modol  usecL   in  the   full1.—scele   tunnel  had   a 
span   of   55   feet   and   ori£in*?lly  had   a   convontional   step 
with  a  depth   equal   to   5   percent   cf   tho   beam.      It   wac   com- 
plete  with  nacelles,   tip   floats,   antenna aact,   and   loop. 
Tosts   of   tho   original  3odol   at   an   airspeod  of   ICO rilo3 
per  hour   indicated  thai»   the  flying   boat   wo-ild  have  a 
maximum   lift—drag ratio   of  l',. 4.     '.'hen  a fairing •,3 
added  aft   of   the   ntep,   the   lift—drag  ratio   was   increase! 
to  17,7.      The  ranges   corresponding  to   the  two   conditions 
wore   computed  fron Breguet's  range  formula  and   the model 
with  the  faired  step  showed  an   increase  cf   3  percent   in 
the range. 

Additional data on the oifsct of the dopth of step 
on the air drag of hulls and floats are given in refer- 
ence 5. 

EES CE, IP S I Oil   OJT  P LAV Iff &  PLAP 

Hunerous   arrangements  have  boen   suggested  vhereby 
the  air   drag  of   a hull  nay be reduced  by  fairing the  step 
in flight.     Piguro  3   shows   one  of  the  simplest   arrange- 
ments,   which  was  represented by  the'fairing used   in  the 
full-f-scale  tunnel  tosts  referred   to  previously.     The 



transition flap  shown  is a surface hinged at   about  1  beam 
length  abaft   the  step  and  is  deflected  in flight  to re- 
duce the depth  of  the  step  to   zero.     One advantage  of  this 
type  of  flap   is   that   the  loads   imposed by the  water  reac- 
tions   occur  when  the  flap   is   seated  against   the main 
structure  of  the hull.     In  the  extended position  the  only 
loads   on  the  flap  ere  the   smaller   loads   imposed  by the 
air  flow. 

Tiguros   2  and  4   illustrate  a type  of   flap  that   of- 
fers   interesting possibilities   in  performing  functions 
other   than   the  reduction   of   the  air   drag.     This   flap may 
"be used   to   reduce the  water  resistance  at   and  near  hump 
speed  and  to   improve   the   statility   characteristics   during 
take—off   and  landing.     A  transverse  axis   is   selected  at 
or   slightly  above  the   chines   and  at   a  suitable  distance 
forward  of   tho   scop.     The   flap   ic   a movablo   section  of 
the  hull,   having a V-Viottorn  with   chine  flare,   if  desired, 
ard  is   "bounded  on  the   after   end  by   a  cylindrical   surface 
having  as   its   center   lire  the hin~e   axis   of  the   flap. 
On  the  forward   end  tho  flap   is  hour led  "by  a  surface 
formed  "by  rotating a  transverse   section   of  the V—"b.-ttom 
about   the  hinge  axis.      She   extent   of   the  curved  surfacos 
at   the   end3   depends  up en  the  angular  deflection  required 
and upon   the   structural   details.     The  thickness   of  the 
flap  would  "be   so.'iowhr.t   greater   than   tho vortical  distance 
from  koel   to   chinn.     Che  resulting  boxlike     structure 
would  te   of   ebout   the   r.aae  type  as   would probably  "be re- 
quired   in  any  f or::  of   planing flap   des:" gned  to   withstand 
the pressures   dovoloj.ed   on  the  fore'oody   in  the  vicinity 
of   the   step.      Tho  flap  ney   easily  "be  adapted  to  provide 
ventilation  "by  means   of   ducts  from  the  sides   above  the 
chine   of   the  flap  to  th6   after   end   in  order   to   discharge 
air   through  the riser   of   the main   step. 

Although  the present   discussion   is   confined  to   con- 
sideration  of   the main   step,   the  type  of  flap   described 
in  the  foregoing paragraphs may  "be used  at   other  places 
on  the planing  bottom.      Thin   type   of  flap   offers   a rela- 
tively   simple   solution   to   the problem  of   incorporating 
chino  flare   in   the  flap   and  of  doflecting  the  flap  with- 
out   opening  a  gap  at   the   jceel.     The  plan  form   of   the  step 
shown   in  figure  4 depart B   slightly  from  the   straight 
transverse  form (with  a vertical   step)   that   is   often used. 
The  doparture  may,   however,   be made   so   6mall   that   the hy— 
drodynamic properties   will  not   be   affected  appreciably. 
For   special   applications   the  trailing  edge  of   the  flap 



may have  any  of  a wide variety of   shapes  and may present 
a'step resembling closely almost   any form  öf Y— step  or 
pointed  step. 

DUSCHIPTIOH  OT  H0D3BL 

A dynamic model   of   a flying "boat   was   tested   in HAOA 
tank no.   1   to   investigate  the   effect   on  the  dynamic 
stability  of  fitting flaps   of  the  type   shown   in  figure  2. 
The model   is   similar   to   and  about   one—half   as   large  as 
the model  used   in  the   tests   in  the  full—scale   tunnel, 
which  was  previously  described.     The  hull   of  this  model 
is   outlined   in  figure   2.     The   construction   of   the model 
followed   the  usual   practice  at  HACA  tank  no.   1   as   de- 
scribed   in   reference   4. 

Dimensions   and  weights   of   the  basic model,   which   is 
designated ÜACA mod6l   134,   are  as   follows: 

Maximum   bean   (1.00  beam),   inches        14.24 
Beam   at   step   (0.97   beam),   inches 15.86 
Forebody  length   (bcw  to   step),   inches 51.70 
Over-al]    length,   inches             124.05 
Ancle   of   dead riso,   excluding  chine 

flare,   degrees            20 
"tfing  area,   nquaro   feet 25.6 
Wing  span,    inches 200 
Length   of  H.A.C.   (wing),   inches          20.12 
Anf;le   of   incidence   of   wing,   H.A.C.   to 

forebody  keel,   degrees         3.2 
Horizontal   tail  area,   square feet 3.51 
Pitching monont   of   inertia,   slug—feet3 6.9 
Genfer   of   gravity  forward  of 

9ü'-ip,   inches Fron   S.66   to  5,00 
Centoi-   of   gravity   above  forobody  keel 

at   Ftr-ij    inches 12., 23 
Gro03   lnai   coefficient,   light             0.67 
Gross   loal   coefficient,   heavy       0.98 

The moment   of   inertia  is  a   scale valuo   typlcr.l   of 
current   practice   in  the  design  of   larpe   'C'y"1".-1:  '-> •-r-"• n .     The 
distnjjice   ox   the   center   of   gravity   forw;?i    it   •"...••>   ?;. ep  was 
adjusted   during  the   tests   as   reqjui.-'ec   t ri   o! :..al j  t*e   trim 
limits.     The  gross   load   coefficient   is   expressed   as 

°a0   = A0/wb 



wh er e 

A0        initial   load  on  water,   pounds 

b maximum  beam   of model,   feet 

w specific  veight   of  vater,   pounds  por   cubic  foot 
(63.2  l'o/cu  ft   for   the  water   in NACA  tank no.   l) 

I-iodif icat ion3   to   tho Eodol   were mado   as   shown  in 
fi.~r.re   50      In  each   cese  the  &top   v/as   straight   transversely 
and vertically.     Deviations   that   would "bo  required  "by use 
of  the  flap  v/rre   considered   insufficient   in   importance  to 
justify   incorporating   them   in  the  model  for   the present 
tests. 

The teat T r ocecr.re "KB in g-encial the sane as that 
ueually omployed at the 17A0A tank's and is described in 
reference  4» 

I?in   limits.—  "ho   -nodel  v:as   towod  free   to   trim  and 
rice   auc\   the   elevators   wore manipulated  to   dotorminc  the 
ran^o   of   trim  for   '-.-/..ich   the model  was   stähle.     Successive 
runs   wore  mile   at   constant   3puods   renting  fror,   the  lowest 
at   vhiih  porpoising  could  ho  obtained up  to   tnko—off   spoeds« 
In  thij  vay  tho   lover   trim  limit   (bclov whieh  the nodal 
would pcrpoino)   and- tho  uppor   branch   of  tho  uppor   trim 
limit   (above  which  jorpoising  alvvs   occurred;   wore  deter- 
mined   in   the  manner   described   in  refcronco  4.     Tho  lovor 
brench   of   the  upper   limit   van   dotorminoii  "by   trimming   tho 
moclcl   above   tho  upper   brand   and,   after porpoising became 
wall   ostabliehed,   the  trim  of  tho  model  vas   gradually  loworod 
until   it   recovered  r.nd  ran   ~tably.     The  trim   at   which  ro— 
corory   took place  determine!  a point   on  tho  lover   branch   of 
the  up;?«jr   limit.      In  tho  detorminntion  of  tho  trim  limits, 
any regular   and recurrent   oscillation   in   trim   and rise   of 
sufficient   amplitudo   to   be   o':nerved. unmieta'taMy  was   con- 
sidered porpoising. 

Stablo  i'paga   of  t)_OHition   of   center   of   gravity.— With 
one   of   the   bettor   arrangements   oi    ti?o   flap,    -ho model   v:as 
to-.rcd  with   the   elevator   fixed   in   the  n~u.tral  position  and 
again   in   tho  full—up  position  during  accolcrated runs. 
Tho  speed  wa•   incroasei  steadily  from  rest   to  a  speed 
above  got—away  and   observations   were made   of   the  trim  whon 



the model  ran   stably  and   of the maximum   and  minimum   trims 
when porpoising  occurred.     The  runs, were repeated''for 
several  positions-of  the   center   of  gravity  to   determire 
the fore—and—aft  range  for  which porpoicing  would  not 
occur with  either  füll-^up  or  neutral   elevator. 

Landing  stability.—  Observations   of   tho  behavior   of 
the model   on  landing  were made by  flying the mciol   off 
the water,   decelerating  the towing   carriage  while  the 
elevator   of   tho model  was   adjusted  to   obtain   the  desired 
trim  at   contact,   and  then noting  any  tendency  of   the 
model   to   skip   or porpolso  after   landing.     The  rate  of 
deceleration  was   approximately  the   same   in   each   case. 

RESULTS   AND   DISCUSS I Off   OP   SUABILI!: 

Trim   limits   of   stability.- Tho  plots   of   trim   limits 
of   etnbility,   presented   in  figures   G   to  9   and   suranai ized 
in  figuro  10,   show  that   all   ai*r an foments   of   the  planing 
flap   causod  a marked   lo-.-oring  of   tho  lover   lf.mit,   which 
amounted  to   about   4°   for   thn   2.2°   flap,   about   3°   for   the 
4.5°  flap,   and between  5°   and  7°   for   the  short   flap. 

All   flaps   caused   t?ie upper   branch   of   tho u;.per   li;::it 
to   be  lowered  by  amounts   ranging   from   1°   to   ab OUT;   2.5°. 
The  short   flap   caused  tho  lower   branch   cf   tho upper   li:nit 
to   be  lowered   sharply,   the   effect   being   -a  r.uch   as   7°. 
The  long  flaps   lowered  the  lower   branch  by   smaller   amounts- 
about   3°  for   the flap   deflected  4.5°,   ar.d  about   3°   for   the 
flap   deflected  2.3°. 

limiting -positions   of   centt.r   if   gravifc:*.— JP i ,_,v.r e   11 
shows  the  variation   of   trim  with   speed  for   neutral  and 
for  full—up   eloTator   with the   center   of   cavity   at   three 
different   locations.     ffo  porpoising  occured  with   the 
center   of   gravity  at   36—percent   or   at   40—percent  noan 
aerodynamic   chord.     With  the   center   of   gravity   at   o2— 
percent  mean   aerodynamic   chord,   no  porpoising   occurred 
with full—up   elevator.     Vith neutral   elevator   and with 
the   center   of  gravity   at   34—percent   mean  aerodynamic 
chord,   however,   the  trim   oZ  the model passed  below the 
lower   limit   at   about   20  feet  per   second  and   tho  low-angle 
type  of porpoieing  followed,     Comparison  of   figure  11  with 
figure  10   shows  that   with  full—up   elevator   and  with  the 
center   of   gravity  at   40—percent  mean   aerodynamic   chord, 



the trim  of  the model  at  a  speed  of  about  40  feet  per 
second was  near  the upper  "branch  of   the upper   limit  and 
that  porpoising might   occur  if  the model were accelerated 
at  a much  lower rate  through  this  unstable region near 
get-away.     -he  plots   indicate  that   the   stable range  of 
positions   for   the   center   of  gravity   is   from  about   33 
to  40 percent   of  the mean  aerodynamic   chord   if   the  stable 
range   in  defined  as   that   ran^e  for   which porpoising will 
not   occur  with  either  neutral   or  full—ivp  elevator.     Ob—, 
viously,   tho   stable  vauge  will  be   influenced  to   an   im- 
portant   extent   by  tiie   effects   that   thrust,   slipstream, 
and variabions   in  tho   deflation   of   t,ie  aerodynamic  flaps 
will have   on  the  trim   and   on  the  wi.ig  lift,     Tho  range  of 
7  percent,   although   smaller  as   compared with   that   .-.-hick. 
Is   commonly provided  for   in  flight,   is   typical   of   -ehe 
value  obtained  in  tests   of   conventional  dynamic model3 
without   powered propellers. 

The  foregoing  interpretation   of  the data  obtained 
during  the   accelerated  runs   Is   based  on  tho   critorions 
for   stability  as  proposed  by Stout   (reference   6)   to  as- 
sure  that   a  seaplane  will  bo hydrcd./nacically   stable  for 
all positions   of  the   cout er   of  gravity  likely  to   occur 
in practice.     The   concept   of  a  stable  rango  of   the posi- 
tion  of   tho   center   of   gravity  is   essential   and must   be 
dealt  with   in practice,   but   there may  be doubt   as   to  the 
trim^i-p—monunt   criterions   that   should  be uced.     The   cri- 
terion  that   both  full—up   and neutral   elevator  aunt   be 
available  without   causing  e.-cessi-ve  porpoiting may  in 
some   cases   be  unnecessarily  conservative.      If   it   is   as- 
sumed that   the pilot   will  take precautions   to   avoid por- 
poising)   the nodpl  with   the planing  flap  will  probably 
have  a  sat ir-f act cry  range   of  stable positions   of  the   cen- 
ter   of   gravity.      In  a  specific  design  the  location   of  the 
step  relabivG  to   the  wing may differ   from  that  used  in 
the present   test3   in   order  that   the  hydrodynamically 
stable  range  be  within  the range   for   which  the   seaplane 
was  designed  to  fly. 

SicA/KjAXifi•—  Observatlone   on  the  bahavior   of  the model 
after   ij-udij:/;  are  listed   in  tables   I   and   II.      Tho   short 
flap  deflected  7°   caused  very  3ever*skipping  after  land- 
ing  and for   that  reason  alone probably  would  be   imprac- 
ticable.     The  trim  Units   for   the   short   flap   show that 
high probability of skipping or Borne form of instability 
should be expected whon a landing is made at trims great 
than  about   4°   because   of   the unfavorable  lower   branch   of 

a 
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the upper limit.  Ihe sinking speed of most landings would 
"be 'sufficient to" provide an Impuls e~'tha't "vduld^'be likely 
to cause the high—angle type of porpoising to appear at 
trims considerably below the upper branch of the Upper 
limit. 

Vhen the model with the long flap was landed at some 
of the higher trims, skipping occurred.  In general, the 
model with the long flap appeared to have a slightly 
greater skipping tendenoy than did the basic model with 
an equal depth of step.  The type of motions involved, 
however, were much less violent with the long flap than 
with the short flap. 

The phenomenon of skipping may be considered as in- 
volving one or more of rt least three different types of 
instability.  Tno first, and most important type, is that 
involving "sticking" and is commonly associated with in- 
sufficient depth of sbep.  If the supply of infloving air- 
aft of the step ±r,   inadequate, rather large negative 
pressures occur intermittently on the afterbody neer the 
stop and cause rapid fluctuations in the draft of the sea- 
plane.  Ihe motions that follow are usually violent and 
the seaplane may leap clear of the water at speeds and 
attitudes unsafe either for flight or for larding.  This 
type of instability may be prevented by furnishing an 
ample supply of air eitho-* "iy an increase in the depth of 
step or by the use of relatively large ventilation ori- 
fices at the step near the keel. 

A second type of instability is merely a recoil that 
occurs with no change in trim and has been observed dur- 
ing tank tests of single planing surfaces being towed 
free to rise at fixed trim.  Planing surfaces have bounced 
clear of the water several times after being dropped into 
the water with a light load at high forward speeds. 

A third type of instability is the result of a dif- 
ference between the equilibrium attitude while the sea- 
plane is In flight and the attitude it assumes after it 
alighte on the water.  With the center of gravity well 
forward, contact with the water may cause an immediate 
decrease in trim, which reduces both the lift coefficient 
of the wing and the planing coefficient of the bottom.  A 
reduction in either coefficient will cause the model to 
sink deeper into the water.  If equilibrium is approached 
asymptotically, no bouncing occurs.  With the center of 
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gravity well  aft,    an    increase  in trim  will probably fol- 
low the landing and  "both  the wing  and planing "bottom 
will  give  an upward  impulse that   will "be followed by a 
downward motion  as  the forward  speed decreases.     Thus, 
forward positions   of   the  center  of  gravity  add  damping 
to  any  skipping tendency;   whereas   aft  positions   tend to 
accentuate   this  type   of   instability.     This   effect   of  the 
position   of   the   center   cf   gravity   is   shown  by   comparing 
the  data   in  table   II   for   the  center   of   gravity  at   28- 
percent  mean  aerodynamic   chord with  the results   for  the 
center   of  gravity  at   40—percent  meen   aerodynamic   chord. 

The  results   cf  the   stability  tests   indicate  that   the 
violent   typsG   of   instability may  be   avoided   if   both  suf- 
ficient   depth   of   step   is  provided   and  the  planing  bottom 
of  the  forebody  it   straight   longitudinally for   a distance 
forward  of  the  step   equal   to  about   1   beam  length.     Both 
conditions   appear   to   be   batisfied   if   a retractable flap 
having  a  length  eoual   to   «ho beam   is  used with   a  deflec- 
tion  of   about   2.2^   or  possibly  as  much  as  4°. 

C0I7CLTOIITG 3B1IA3KS 

A retractable planing flap may be used instead of a 
fixed step to vary the depth of step during and after 
take—off in order to lower the resistance both on the 
water and in the air.  Such a flap may also be used to 
improve the hydrodynanic stability characteristics.  For 
a long—range flying boat of current design, the possible 
reduction in water resistance at hump speed will be about 
8 percent.  The reduction in air drig of the complete 
flying boat at cruising attitude will be of the order of 
2 percent.  Che planing flap may be used to improve sta- 
bility cliaracterist icB by making possible the use of a 
shallow step at hump speed and a deep step at high speeds. 
The shallow step would increase the effectiveness of the 
afterbody at low speeds and would thereby increase the 
speed at which low—angle porpoising could first occur 
during taico—off.  The deep step at high speeds would as— 
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Bure  ample   clearance  of   the after body  and vould thereby 
remove  to   a  large   extent   the probability  of   sticking and 
the associated  type  of  high—angle   instability, 

c— 
'M 
^      Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 

Hational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley field, 7a. 
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TABLE I.- EFFECT OT VAEHHG- THE OHOED (XT A PLANING ELAP 

ON TEE LANDING STABILITY 

I 
.-1 

Model ljkPF 

Chord, 1.0 beam 
e.g., 34~-?ercen<b M.A.C. 
Stop depth, O.lU beam 

Model 13IJPT-2 

Chord, O.H beam 
e.g., 3^-P6rcent M.A.C. 
Step depth, 0.10 beam 

     T——- 
Model I3IIPF-2 

Ohord, O.U beam 
e.g., UO-percent M.A.C. 
Step depth, 0.10 'beam 

CA0. o.d7-. 
1 

Trim 
(deg) 

Lnnding 
speed 
(fps) 

Remarks Trim 
(deg) 

• 

Landing 
speed 

^fps) 
Eomarks 

Trim 
(deg) 

Landing 
speed 
(fps) 

Bemerke 

11-5 

9-5 

7-2 

5.0 

H3.8 

U5.6 

U6.1 

2 skips 

2 skips 

1 
13.0 ,    U2.U 

i 
| 

1            • 

fin-    ),A ), 

2 akips 

__  

3 skips 

Several 
skips 

H skips 

Stable 

10.0 

7.5 

5-5 

3.5 

2.0 

39.8 

39.7 

U5.O 

U5.2 

3 skips 

U skips 

7 skips 

5 skips 

.Stable 

2 skips 

1 skip 

T.O 

,., 

3.0 

.   JÜ.-.J: 

U7.O 

50.U 



HAOA TABLE II 13 

COMPARISON 0? THE LANDING STABILITY OP A MODEL WITHOUT A PLANING FLAP 

AND WITH A PLANINO FLAP AT TWO DEFLECTIONS 

[Chord of planing flap, 1 beam] 

Model 13l]PF 

Bpf -t-5" 
Step depth, 0.11). 

(1) 
beam 

Model 13UPF-3 

0pf = 2.2° 
Step depth, 0.14 beam 

(1) 

Model 13UC 

No planing flap 

Trim 
(deg) 

Landing 
speed 
(fps) 

Remarks Trim 
(deg) 

Landing 
speed 
(fps) 

Remarks Trim 
(deg) 

Landing 
speed 
(fpa) 

Remarks 

CA0, 0.37; c*6«f 28-percent M.A.C. 

12.0 

10.0 

6.0 
3.0 

k2.Q 

ltf.0 ' 

1 skip 

2 skips 

Ul^.Q    \ 2.  skips 
Ü.5.O I 1 skip 

12.0 

10.0 

~7~5 
6.0 
I4..O 
1.0 

h.3.0 

k2.0 

ht'.o 
U9.0 

2 skips 

2 skips 

3 skips 
1 skip 
1 skip 
Stable 

1I1..0 
12.0 
11.0 
10.0 
9.0 

?*5 6.0 
3-5 

U.9 
ia.6 

U1.9 
1+2.1 
41.4 

1 skip 
Stable 
Stable 
1 skip 
1 skip 
1 skip 
Stable 
Stable 

cAo» O.9Q; e.g., 28-percent M.A.C, 

12.0 
10.0 
9-5 
7.0 
6.0 
l.C 

U5-5 
L5.0 

fc° 
1:0 

reuölnc 
50.5 

1 skip 
1 skip 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 
Stable 

II4..O 
11.5 
10.0 
8.0 

6.0 
It-.O 
1.0 

^5.5 
to.5 
15.0 

1+8.0 
52.5 

2 skips 
1 skip 
2 skips 
3 skips 

1 skip 
1 skip 
1 skip 

lli-.O 
11.5 
10.0 

7.5 
6.0 
I4..0 

Ur;.7 

1+6.6 
W.5 

CA0,  O.G7;   e.g., l^O-percent M.A.C, 

12.0 
ICO 
7.5 

2 .0 
1-5 

la.6 
ILI.O 
ia.8 Z skips skips 

5 skips 
1 skip 
1 skip 
1 skip 

1*.0 
10.0 
0.0 
6.0 
3.5 

1:2.0 

,0.98; e.g., LO-percent M.A.C. 

1 skip 
Stable 
1 skip 

1 skip 
1 skip 
1 skip 

2 skips 
2 skips 
1 skip 
2 skips 
Stable 

CA( 

12.0 
10.0. 
3.0 
6.0 
1+.0 
2.0 

V 

1^2.5 
U+.o 
l^.o 
to.5 
fc-7-5 IS 

skips 
skips 
skips 
skips 
skips 
skips 

12.5 
9.5 
7-5 
5.0 

1.0 

kh.6 
hk.k 
L5.2 
ltf.lj. 

55.0 

skips 
skips 
skips 
skip 

Stable 

12.0 
10.0 
8.0 
6.0 
U.O 

U-.o 

Kio 
50.0 

3 skips 
2 skips 
2 skips 
1 »kip 
1 skip 

deflection of planing flap. 
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MAXIMUM   BEAM-4-75 IN. 

3^7IN(7.I* BEAM) 
CONDITION I     FLOAT WITH NORMAL DEPTH OF STEP 

ifee IN. (3.5'/.TBEAM) 
CONDITION H     FLOAT WITH ONE-HALF NORMAL DEPTH   OF STEP 

CONDITION m.    FLOAT   WITH  NO STEP 

HALF-SECTION 
FWD OF STEP 

CONDITION I 
71   DRA6-34ÄLB 

CONDITION n 
T. DRAG-313 LB 

DRAG OF CONDmON I 
REDUCED 95% 

2JS6IN. 

CONDITION HI 
r DRAG-294.LB 

DRAGOFCONDmON I 
nQciii   REDUCED 159* 
2B6IN. 

navuLionm 
WOBTTH FOR «onwrnci 

FIGURE I .-MODIFICATIONS TO A FLOAT FOR THE  PURPOSE OF SHOWING THE EFFECT OF THE DEPTH OF STEP 
ON AIR  DRAG   ATZERO PITCH(V-lOOMPH;q-E5G^T). 
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Figure 3.- Profile of model showing flap deflected. Dotted lines indicate flap in retracted position. 
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Figure 3 .- Profile of model with transition flap 
extended in flight. 

"behind step. Dotted lines show position of flap 
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(a) Flap retracted in flight. Here the keel and chine of flap 

fair into the afterbody. p 

Si 

Axis of flap 

(d) Transverse section through hinge 
axis of flap. 

= 1.0 ^
esm 

(b) Flap deflected to form step. 

Afterbody keel 

and chine of the 

r / *   f f  

y 
r 

/- 

 v \   >\ 4  

Step 

Forebody chine 

Axis of flap 

(e) Plan form of step. The departure from the 
conventional, straight transverse form 
is small. ,  ,  , 0.12 beam  

(c) Arrangement having larger angle of afterbody keel.    Here the keel 

NA1I0NAL ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 



NACA 
Fig.   5 

.76 IN.t 

BASIC    MODEL 

MODEL   134A 

BASIC MODEL WITH PLANING FLAP. DEPTH OF STEP 
INCREASED TO 240.14- BEAM). 

MODEL     I34PF 

BASIC  MODEL WITH PLANING FLAP DEPTH OF STEP 

INCREASED TO 2.*(O.I4- BEAM). 

MODEL     134-PF-S 

2.2* 
BASIC MODEL WITH PLANING FLAP.   DEPTH OF STEP 

(NCREASED TO 240.14. BEAM). 

MODEL     I34-PF-3 

WING INCIDENCE OF BASIC MODEL DECREASED  2.5° 
AND ANGLE OF AFTERBODY KEEL INCREASED 1.5° 
DEPTH OF STEP =240.14- BEAM). 

MODEL    134-C 
NATIONAL ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

FIGURE 5 .- MODIFICATIONS   TO   BASIC   MODEL   AT  STEP. 
-•565- 
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(a) CAa = 0.87 
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Pifeuro 8 (a,b).- bodel 134PP-Ü. Variation of trim limits with 
apood. Depth of step B 0.14 beam. 
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Figure 8b.- Concluded. 
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Figure 9 (a,b).- Model 134PI. Variation of trim limits with speed. 
Depth of step = 0.14 beam. 
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